CRITICAL SUPPORT RESOURCES for EMPLOYEES

Domestic Violence

UAB TITLE IX
The University of Alabama at Birmingham

» Title IX Office List of Resources
» On/Off-Campus Resources
» Safety and Security Contacts
» Title IX Resource Cards

» Rape Response (24-hour assistance):
  205-323-7273 • 800-656-HOPE (4673)

CRISIS CENTER
Empowering people in their greatest time of need.

» The Crisis Center

eliminating racism empowering women
ywca

» The Birmingham YWCA

UAB Employee Assistance & Counseling Center
The University of Alabama at Birmingham

» UAB Employee Assistance & Counseling Center

UAB Benevolent Fund
The University of Alabama at Birmingham

» UAB Benevolent Fund

UAB Ombuds Michelle Horvath: Contact

» UAB Ombuds Michelle Horvath: Contact

Blazer Kitchen

go.uab.edu/criticalsupport